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Conservative leader Tim Hudak has announced
plans to significantly weaken your union and
every other union in Ontario.
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Even more downward pressure on the wages and
benefits of both union and non-union workers
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Reduced workplace safety and union
representation
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Fewer good jobs for the next generation
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Weaker defense of public services, human rights
and the environment.
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Tim Hudak claims that his target is union leaders, not rank-andfile workers—but this is not true. If Hudak is elected, the biggest
losers would be working people. He is concealing his intentions
by using phrases like “creating a competitive labour market”—
these are code words for a low-wage economy.
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To weaken unions and lower the living standards of workers, the
Conservatives have imported from the U.S. a scheme that would
drastically change labour laws. The attack on labour laws is being
promoted by think tanks that are funded by wealthy corporations.
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Under U.S.-style labour laws, any worker in a unionized workplace
can quit their union and stop paying dues. This would open the
door to employer campaigns to seriously divide and weaken us.
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We need stronger unions and better protection for
working people
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Hudak’s big lie is that nothing bad will happen to workers if their
union loses members, dues and bargaining power.
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Even Conservative union members are having second thoughts
about voting for extreme policies that would hit them in the
pocketbook now and weaken defense of their pensions in the
future.
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Existing labour laws require that everybody pays their fair share for
union representation. That’s how it should be.
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